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Chapter 6Chapter 6

InflectionInflection
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Contents of this chapterContents of this chapter

 What is inflection?What is inflection?

 Inflectional categoriesInflectional categories

 Inflection and derivationInflection and derivation

 Ways of inflectingWays of inflecting
•• Affixation, sometimes with stem Affixation, sometimes with stem 

alternationalternation

•• Apophony / AblautApophony / Ablaut

•• RootRoot--andand--pattern morphology pattern morphology 

•• ReduplicationReduplication

•• SuppletionSuppletion
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What is inWhat is inflecflection? tion? 

 cf. “cf. “flexflexible”. Bending a word to fit its ible”. Bending a word to fit its 
position, i.e. inflection (inflexion) is a position, i.e. inflection (inflexion) is a 
result of syntactic structureresult of syntactic structure

•• a subject may require another inflection a subject may require another inflection 
than a direct object (=government)than a direct object (=government)

 e.g. German; English (?)e.g. German; English (?)

•• a plural subject may require a plural a plural subject may require a plural 
verb (=concord/agreement)verb (=concord/agreement)

 languagelanguage--specific: some languages specific: some languages 
have hardly any inflectionhave hardly any inflection

GermanGerman

 DerDer altalterer MannMann stehtsteht nebenneben ......
‘The old man is standing besides ...’‘The old man is standing besides ...’

 Der Beruf Der Beruf dedess altaltenen MannManneses ......
‘‘The profession of the old man ...The profession of the old man ...’’

 IchIch sehesehe dedenn altaltenen MannMann
‘I see the old man‘I see the old man’’

 developments in Modern German? mistakes?developments in Modern German? mistakes?
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Place of morphologyPlace of morphology

 Since inflection is based on syntax, one Since inflection is based on syntax, one 
could argue that the “inflectional could argue that the “inflectional 
component” of the grammar component” of the grammar followsfollows
syntax syntax 
•• no new lexemesno new lexemes
•• psycholinguistic evidence: psycholinguisticspsycholinguistic evidence: psycholinguistics

 Cf. Cf. derivationderivation: formation of new : formation of new 
lexemes: in the lexicon: before the lexemes: in the lexicon: before the 
syntaxsyntax

 Cf. phonology: lexical vs. postlexicalCf. phonology: lexical vs. postlexical
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ExponenceExponence

 ExponenceExponence = the = the role(s) (or function(s)) role(s) (or function(s)) 
of of a particular inflectional affixa particular inflectional affix

•• Chinese Chinese --们们 ((simplesimple exponence) exponence) 
 only only plural plural [number][number]

•• Latin Latin cantcant--o (o (cumulativecumulative exponence) exponence) 
‘I sing’‘I sing’
 --oo indicates 1indicates 1stst [person], singular [number]; [person], singular [number]; 

present [tense]; indicative [mood], active present [tense]; indicative [mood], active 
[voice[voice]]
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ContextContext

 ContextContext--freefree inflection:inflection:
•• all forms take the same affix, e.g. all forms take the same affix, e.g. ––inging

in English on verbs to make progressive in English on verbs to make progressive 
formsforms

 ContextContext--sensitivesensitive inflection:inflection:
•• form taken form taken depends on rootdepends on root, e.g. plural , e.g. plural 

in English, which has some variants, or in English, which has some variants, or 
past tense in Englishpast tense in English

•• or Bantu noun classes, all different or Bantu noun classes, all different 
pluralsplurals

ContextContext
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Government and concordGovernment and concord

 GovernmentGovernment
•• After a particular preposition or verb, a After a particular preposition or verb, a 

special case may be requiredspecial case may be required
 e.g. German, either genitive, dative or e.g. German, either genitive, dative or 

accusative caseaccusative case

 Concord or agreementConcord or agreement
•• Two units in the sentence must agreeTwo units in the sentence must agree

 SubjectSubject--verb agreement (he swimverb agreement (he swimss))

 NounNoun--adjective agreement (leadjective agreement (less bellebelless damedamess))

German pre/postpositionsGerman pre/postpositions

 SieSie gehtgeht den den FlussFluss entlangentlang
‘She is walking along the river’ (Acc.)‘She is walking along the river’ (Acc.)

 Mit der BahnMit der Bahn fahren wirfahren wir
‘We‘We’’re going by trainre going by train’’ (Dative)(Dative)

 TrotzTrotz des des WettersWetters fahrenfahren wirwir heuteheute nachnach
HauseHause (Genitive)(Genitive)
‘‘In spite of the weather we're driving In spite of the weather we're driving 
home today’home today’
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Inflectional categoriesInflectional categories

 What are factors that “bend” words?What are factors that “bend” words?
•• numbernumber gendergender

•• casecase personperson

•• tensetense aspectaspect

•• moodmood voicevoice

•• evidentialityevidentiality negationnegation

•• ......

  All languages express these aspects; All languages express these aspects; 
some do it with morphology (inflection)some do it with morphology (inflection)
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Inflectional categoriesInflectional categories
(nominal/verbal)(nominal/verbal)

 NumberNumber

•• singular, plural, dual, trial, singular, plural, dual, trial, paucalpaucal ((--kk--))

 Some languages: “I, we, we two” (pronouns)Some languages: “I, we, we two” (pronouns)

 Or special inflection on verb for “we two Or special inflection on verb for “we two 
swim” or on nouns if there are twoswim” or on nouns if there are two

 Trial number in sTrial number in several Austronesian everal Austronesian 
languages (only pronouns)languages (only pronouns)

 No language has “we four” (No language has “we four” (quadralquadral))

 paucalpaucal: distinction between relatively few : distinction between relatively few 
and relatively many (e.g. Chinese [not in and relatively many (e.g. Chinese [not in 
inflection]: inflection]: 几几 vs. vs. 多多少少))
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--cont.cont.

 Gender: nouns in grammatical categoryGender: nouns in grammatical category

•• typically: masculine, feminine, neutertypically: masculine, feminine, neuter

 sometimes based on male/female, but not sometimes based on male/female, but not 
always (der Mann, die Frau, always (der Mann, die Frau, dasdas MädchenMädchen))

•• cognitive consequences? (Der cognitive consequences? (Der ApfelApfel = Hans/Eva, die = Hans/Eva, die 
BirneBirne = Johanna/= Johanna/JacobusJacobus))

•• categorization in other ways:categorization in other ways:

 animate/inanimateanimate/inanimate

 shape distinctions (African noun classes)shape distinctions (African noun classes)
•• recall: different inflection systemsrecall: different inflection systems

 related: Chinese measure words?related: Chinese measure words?

Gender/LanguageGender/Language

 ViglioccoVigliocco, G., Vinson, D. P., , G., Vinson, D. P., 
PaganelliPaganelli, F., & , F., & DworzynskiDworzynski, K. , K. 
(2005). Grammatical gender effects (2005). Grammatical gender effects 
on cognition: implications for on cognition: implications for 
language learning and language use. language learning and language use. 
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Journal of Experimental Psychology: 
General, General, 134(4), 501134(4), 501--520. 520. 

 PDF on PDF on Google ScholarGoogle Scholar
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Gender systemsGender systems

 masculinemasculine––femininefeminine

•• e.g. Frenche.g. French

 masculinemasculine––femininefeminine––neuterneuter

•• e.g. Germane.g. German

 animateanimate––inanimateinanimate

•• e.g. Protoe.g. Proto--IndoIndo--European, BasqueEuropean, Basque

 commoncommon––neuterneuter

•• e.g. Danish, (Dutch)e.g. Danish, (Dutch)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_genderhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_gender
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CaseCase

 Case: grammatical functionCase: grammatical function
•• nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, ablative, nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, ablative, 

instrumental, vocative, ... (Finnish has 15instrumental, vocative, ... (Finnish has 15))

•• English: distinction between nominative and English: distinction between nominative and 
dative/accusative (=oblique) dative/accusative (=oblique) only in pronouns only in pronouns 
(I vs. me; he (I vs. me; he vsvs him, etc.): lost the rest (OE was him, etc.): lost the rest (OE was 
more like German)more like German)

 also genitive also genitive ––s: remnant of genitive case. Now best s: remnant of genitive case. Now best 
analysed as a cliticanalysed as a clitic

•• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_possessive#Historyhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_possessive#History
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Person, TensePerson, Tense

 PersonPerson

•• 1, 2, 31, 2, 3
 interacts with number (interacts with number (sgsg, pl, ...) and formality, pl, ...) and formality

 TenseTense

•• present, past, future (immediate/remote)present, past, future (immediate/remote)
 interacts with aspectinteracts with aspect

 English: present=nonEnglish: present=non--past. Why?past. Why?

PersonPerson

 Special pronouns in English:Special pronouns in English:

•• y’all / you guysy’all / you guys / / yousyous pluralplural

•• thou (thou (BibleBible,, ShakespShakesp..)) singularsingular

•• ye (Bible) ye (Bible) pluralplural

 women vswomen vs. . zanmenzanmen in in CC.. ??
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1/2/3 person1/2/3 person
Include addressee?

YES                                  NO

Include speaker?    YES we (incl.) we (excl.)

NO   you he/she

2020

Past Past tensestenses in Latinin Latin

 HodiernalHodiernal past: earlier todaypast: earlier today
 MatutinalMatutinal pastpast: this morning: this morning
 PrehodiernalPrehodiernal: before today: before today
 HesternalHesternal: : yesterday or early, but not remoteyesterday or early, but not remote
 PrehesternalPrehesternal: before yesterday: before yesterday
 Remote past: more than a few days/weeks/months Remote past: more than a few days/weeks/months 

ago (conception varies) ago (conception varies) 
 Historical past: shows that the action/state was part Historical past: shows that the action/state was part 

of an event in the pastof an event in the past
 Ancestral pastAncestral past, legendary past, legendary past
 General past: the entire past conceived as a wholeGeneral past: the entire past conceived as a whole
 Anterior tense (relative past tense)Anterior tense (relative past tense)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_tensehttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_tense
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Aspect, Mood, VoiceAspect, Mood, Voice

 AspectAspect
•• perfective/imperfectiveperfective/imperfective

 e.g. Russian, other Slavic e.g. Russian, other Slavic languages, Irishlanguages, Irish
 recall BE + after + Vrecall BE + after + V--inging in Irish English in Irish English 
 Chinese: particles like Chinese: particles like 了了 and and 着着 ((zhezhe))

 Mood = Attitude towards actionMood = Attitude towards action
•• may/must/should (English: uses auxiliaries; but may/must/should (English: uses auxiliaries; but 

inflectional affixes are used in other languages)inflectional affixes are used in other languages)

 VoiceVoice
•• active/passive (Eng. construction; other languages active/passive (Eng. construction; other languages 

use affixes  (e.g. use affixes  (e.g. 被被 [[bèibèi] ] particle / ‘particle / ‘converbconverb’)’)

 EvidentialityEvidentiality
•• whether action was experienced directly, hearsay, etc.whether action was experienced directly, hearsay, etc.

MoodMood

indicative, interrogatory, imperative, indicative, interrogatory, imperative, 
emphatic, subjunctive, progressive, emphatic, subjunctive, progressive, 
injunctive, injunctive, optativeoptative, potential. Infinitive , potential. Infinitive 
is a category apart from all these finite is a category apart from all these finite 
forms, and so are gerunds and forms, and so are gerunds and 
participles. Some Uralic Samoyedic participles. Some Uralic Samoyedic 
languages have more than ten moods; languages have more than ten moods; 
NenetsNenets has as many as has as many as sixteensixteen. The . The 
original Indooriginal Indo--European inventory of European inventory of 
moods consisted of indicative, moods consisted of indicative, 
subjunctive, subjunctive, optativeoptative, and imperative., and imperative.

French: French: Jean Jean mangeraitmangerait s'il avait faims'il avait faim..
2323

EvidentialityEvidentiality

 Actually, it is rainingActually, it is raining
 Apparently, it is rainingApparently, it is raining
 Reportedly, it is rainingReportedly, it is raining
 It must be rainingIt must be raining
 I hear that it’s rainingI hear that it’s raining

 Expressed by morphology: Japanese, Expressed by morphology: Japanese, 
Tibetan, etc. Tibetan, etc. 

 QuecheaQuechea::
•• parapara--shasha--nn--sisi
•• It is rainingIt is raining--SISI
•• =Speaker was told that it is raining=Speaker was told that it is raining
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EvidentialityEvidentiality

 Eastern Pomo (Native American, CA) has four evidential Eastern Pomo (Native American, CA) has four evidential 
suffixes that are added to verbs:suffixes that are added to verbs:

nonvisualnonvisual sensory sensory ppʰha·béka·békʰh--ink’eink’e "burned""burned"
[speaker felt the sensation] [speaker felt the sensation] 

inferential inferential ppʰha·béka·bék--ineine "must have burned""must have burned"
[speaker saw circumstantial evidence] [speaker saw circumstantial evidence] 

hearsay (hearsay (reportativereportative)     )     ppʰha·béka·békʰh--lele "burned, they say""burned, they say"
[speaker is reporting what was told] [speaker is reporting what was told] 

direct knowledge direct knowledge ppʰha·béka·bék--aa "burned""burned"
[speaker has direct evidence, probably visual][speaker has direct evidence, probably visual]

2525
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NegationNegation

 or: polarityor: polarity

 negative/positive (affirmative)negative/positive (affirmative)

 This is a house / This is no houseThis is a house / This is no house

 I don’t see I don’t see anyanybody (body (??nobody)nobody)

 JapaneseJapanese
•• taberutaberu ("eat") and ("eat") and tabetabenainai ("do not eat")("do not eat")

 Welsh: verb mutation + Welsh: verb mutation + --ddimddim addedadded
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Inflection vs. derivationInflection vs. derivation

 Inflection does not change core lexical Inflection does not change core lexical 
meaning or the lexical category of a wordmeaning or the lexical category of a word
•• slurpslurp--slurps vs. organizeslurps vs. organize--organizationorganization

 Inflection is determined by the syntaxInflection is determined by the syntax
•• I slurp vs. he slurpsI slurp vs. he slurps

 Inflection is generally more productive than Inflection is generally more productive than 
derivation derivation 
•• he he stipsstips [new word] vs. *[new word] vs. *awfulizeawfulize

 Inflectional affixes tend to occur more Inflectional affixes tend to occur more 
outward to the root than derivational affixesoutward to the root than derivational affixes
•• derivderiv--ationation--ss
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SimilaritiesSimilarities

 Both inflection and derivation are Both inflection and derivation are 
expressed by similar means (e.g. affixes, expressed by similar means (e.g. affixes, 
reduplication, etc.) reduplication, etc.) 

 Some affixes have characteristics of both Some affixes have characteristics of both 
inflection and derivationinflection and derivation

 Continuum between the two kinds?Continuum between the two kinds?

 Essay topics: Is English Essay topics: Is English ––lyly (warm(warmlyly) ) 
inflectional or derivational? How about inflectional or derivational? How about 
comparative comparative ––erer??
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Ways of inflectingWays of inflecting

 AffixationAffixation and stem alternationand stem alternation

•• affixes very commonaffixes very common

•• sometimes stem changes shapesometimes stem changes shape
 e.g. Latin e.g. Latin perfectiveperfective stemsstems

 amam-- (impf.)    (impf.)    ama:vama:v-- ((perfperf.).) ‘love’‘love’

 Apophony (or: internal change, Ablaut)Apophony (or: internal change, Ablaut)

•• = vowel changes within a root= vowel changes within a root
 e.g. English “strong” verbse.g. English “strong” verbs

 swim swim –– swam swam –– swum swum 
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Note on English verbsNote on English verbs

 Essay topic: examine the history / Essay topic: examine the history / 
variation / regularization of strong variation / regularization of strong 
verbs in Englishverbs in English
•• e.g. spelle.g. spell--spelt/spelledspelt/spelled--spelt/spelledspelt/spelled
•• speedspeed--sped/speededsped/speeded--sped/speeded, etc.sped/speeded, etc.

 dragdrag--drug, strikedrug, strike--struckstruck

 Take into account word frequency and Take into account word frequency and 
the effect of the effect of neighbouringneighbouring verbsverbs
•• do frequent verbs change more? or less?do frequent verbs change more? or less?
•• are there more verbs that sound the same are there more verbs that sound the same 

and undergo the same process?and undergo the same process?

spelt, spelled spelt, spelled BrEBrE

3131
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RootRoot--andand--patternpattern

 Semitic languages: different Semitic languages: different CVCV--
patternspatterns associated with inflectional associated with inflectional 
categories (cf. Ablaut)categories (cf. Ablaut)

•• Arabic “broken plural”Arabic “broken plural”

•• nafsnafs –– nufuusnufuus ‘soul’ ‘soul’ sgsg vsvs plpl

•• jundubjundub –– janaadibjanaadib ‘locust’ ‘locust’ sgsg vsvs plpl
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ReduplicationReduplication

 Plural formation by means of Plural formation by means of 
reduplication reduplication 

•• e.g. Indonesian full reduplication or e.g. Indonesian full reduplication or 
IlokanoIlokano partial reduplication partial reduplication 

 IndonesianIndonesian
•• kudakuda--kudakuda ‘horses’‘horses’

•• perubahanperubahan--perubahanperubahan ‘changes’‘changes’

 IlokanoIlokano
•• puspus--pusapusa ‘cats’‘cats’

 iconiciconic: double form=plural meaning: double form=plural meaning
•• Essay question: is full reduplication always iconic?Essay question: is full reduplication always iconic?
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SuppletionSuppletion

 HighHigh--frequency forms sometimes frequency forms sometimes 
have have suppletivesuppletive forms forms 
•• go go -- **goedgoed (went)(went)

•• one one –– **onethoneth (first)(first)

•• have have –– he *haves (has)he *haves (has)

•• etc.etc.

 Historical explanationHistorical explanation

 CrossCross--linguistically commonlinguistically common
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SyncretismSyncretism

 when a single inflected form when a single inflected form 
corresponds to more than one corresponds to more than one 
morphosyntactic featuremorphosyntactic feature

 Dutch Dutch playplay::

ikik speelspeel wijwij spelspel -- enen

jijjij speelspeel -- tt julliejullie spelspel-- enen

hijhij speelspeel-- tt zijzij spelspel-- enen

•• --t, t, --en express both person and numberen express both person and number
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TypologyTypology

 Languages differ to what extent they use Languages differ to what extent they use 
(inflectional) morphology(inflectional) morphology

analytic                                  syntheticanalytic                                  synthetic
isolatingisolating inflective/agglutinating    fusional     polysyntheticinflective/agglutinating    fusional     polysynthetic

•• Vietnamese: hardly any inflectionVietnamese: hardly any inflection

•• Hungarian / Latin: inflectionHungarian / Latin: inflection

•• Greenlandic, Nootka: whole sentences as one Greenlandic, Nootka: whole sentences as one 
(phonological) word(phonological) word
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PolysyntheticPolysynthetic

 Nootka example:Nootka example:

inikwihlinikwihl--minih’isitminih’isit--aa

‘several small fires were burning in the ‘several small fires were burning in the 
house’ house’ 

 cf. nouncf. noun--incorporation; next chapterincorporation; next chapter

•• cf. compounds like “carcf. compounds like “car--dealer”: “car” dealer”: “car” 
incorporated (moved?) from incorporated (moved?) from dealdeal __ __ 
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ConclusionConclusion

 Words are “bent” in many different ways to make Words are “bent” in many different ways to make 
them function in language them function in language 

 Inflectional categories include person, number, Inflectional categories include person, number, 
tense, aspect, etc. etc.tense, aspect, etc. etc.

 Some inflections express one meaning, Some inflections express one meaning, 
sometimes meaning for different categories is sometimes meaning for different categories is 
combined (e.g. Tensecombined (e.g. Tense--AspectAspect--Mood, TAM)Mood, TAM)

 Inflection can be distinguished from derivation; Inflection can be distinguished from derivation; 
sometimes discussion is possiblesometimes discussion is possible

 Ways of inflecting include affixation, apophony, Ways of inflecting include affixation, apophony, 
rootroot--andand--pattern and suppletionpattern and suppletion

 Languages differ in the extent to which they use Languages differ in the extent to which they use 
inflectioninflection
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HomeworkHomework

 Read chapter 6 especially carefully; note Read chapter 6 especially carefully; note 
down any questionsdown any questions

 Please prepare Please prepare exercises exercises 11--55, 10, 10, 12, 12 

 New words always welcome!New words always welcome!

 Thank you~Thank you~


